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LAPTOP UPGRADE SHEET

Prices DO NOT include the £200 contribution. All prices are approximate and are likely to differ on the final quote. All laptops 
subject to availability. Please research the laptop for full specs before purchasing.

TESS CODE MODEL SPECIFICATIONS PRICE DESCRIPTION

3520-WKH15 Dell Latitude 3520 

screen: 15.6” HD (1366x768)
processor: Intel i5-1135G7 (quad-core, 2.4GHz, 4.20GHz turbo)
graphics: Intel Iris Xe
memory: 16GB RAM, 512GB SSD
misc info: weight approx. 1.79kg, colour: dark grey, no optical drive

To order this laptop, an additional quote is required. Please email
upgrades@remtek-online.co.uk to obtain a quote.

approx.
£75

A sleek laptop with more memory and superior 
11th gen processor for more advanced 
applications. Extensive upgrade options - can be 
expanded up to 32GB RAM and house an additional 
SSD drive (at an additional cost). Primary m.2 SSD 
drive can also be expanded.

C50H106 Dynabook Satellite Pro 
C50-H-106

screen: 15.6” Full HD (1920x1080)
processor: Intel i7-1065G7 (quad-core, 1.3GHz, 3.9GHz turbo)
graphics: Intel UHD
memory: 16GB RAM, 512GB SSD
misc info: weight approx. 1.76kg, no optical drive

To order this laptop, an additional quote is required. Please email
upgrades@remtek-online.co.uk to obtain a quote.

approx. 
£375.00

Good processor, more RAM for more advanced 
applications.

NHQBKEK005
Acer Nitro 5

NH.QBKEK.005

screen: 17.3” Full HD (1920x1080) IPS 144Hz
processor: Intel i5-11300H (quad-core, 3.1GHz, 4.4GHz turbo)
graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1650 4GB VRAM
memory: 8GB RAM, 512GB SSD
misc info: weight 2.7kg, colour: black

To order this laptop, an additional quote is required. Please email
upgrades@remtek-online.co.uk to obtain a quote.

approx. 
£400.00

Visibly larger screen, good processor, gaming-grade 
graphics card. Good for VI needs and entry-level 
gaming.

30031052
Medion Akoya E14303 

30031052

screen: 14” Full HD (1920x1080)
processor: AMD Ryzen R7 4700U (octa-core, 2GHz, 4.1GHz turbo)
graphics:  AMD Radeon Vega
memory: 8GB RAM, 512GB SSD
misc info: weight approx. 1.55 Kg, colour: silver, no optical drive

To order this laptop, an additional quote is required. Please email
upgrades@remtek-online.co.uk to obtain a quote.

approx.
£160.00

An extremely-powerful processor hiding inside a 
smaller, lighter, sleeker chassis.

POPULAR UPGRADES



LAPTOP UPGRADE SHEET

Prices DO NOT include the £200 contribution. All prices are approximate and are likely to differ on the final quote. All laptops 
subject to availability. Please research the laptop for full specs before purchasing.

TESS CODE MODEL SPECIFICATIONS PRICE DESCRIPTION

8PP00002
+

8X800063

Microsoft Surface Pro 8
+ Signature

keyboard cover with 
Slim Pen 2

screen: 13” (2880 x 1920), tablet, touchscreen
processor: Intel i5-1145G7 (quad-core, 2.6GHz, 4.4GHz turbo)
graphics: Intel Iris Xe
memory: 8GB RAM, 128GB SSD
misc info: weight approx 889g (tablet) + 280g (keyboard cover)
touchscreen, 2 x USB-C ports, colour: platinum

To order this laptop, an additional quote is required. Please email
upgrades@remtek-online.co.uk to obtain a quote.

approx.
£790.00

Ultra-light, fully-functional Windows computer in 
the form of a tablet, with a detachable keyboard. 
Crisp high-resolution screen.

NP950QDBKB

SAMSUNG Galaxy 
Book Pro 360

NP950QDB-KB4UK

screen: 15.6” Full HD (1920 x 1080), IPS, convertible, touchscreen, AMOLED
processor: Intel i7-1165G7 (quad-core, 2.8GHz, 4.7GHz turbo)
graphics: Intel Iris Xe
memory: 16GB RAM, 512GB SSD
misc info: backlit keyboard, colour: mystic navy, weight: approx. 1.39kg, 
includes Bluetooth S Pen
To order this laptop, an additional quote is required. Please email
upgrades@remtek-online.co.uk to obtain a quote.

approx. 
875.00

Full-sized, 15.6 inch lightweight convertible laptop 
with a touchscreen and a very good processor.

82ND005EUK
Lenovo Yoga 6
82ND005EUK

screen: 13.3” Full HD (1920 x 1080), IPS, convertible, touchscreen
processor: AMD Ryzen 5 5500U (hex-core, 2.1GHz, 4.0GHz turbo)
graphics: AMD Radeon
memory: 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD
misc info: colour: blue, weight: approx. 1.32kg
To order this laptop, an additional quote is required. Please email
upgrades@remtek-online.co.uk to obtain a quote.

approx. 
£315.00

Lightweight convertible laptop with a touchscreen 
and a very good processor.

TE15
Targus Executive

Premium Roller Bag 
TBR003EU

Zip-down workstation includes pen loops, business card holder, zippered pock-
et, cell phone pocket and large pouch to store additional accessories. Large 
storage space for other office essentials or clothing for an overnight stay.

Material – durable/water resistant 1200D polyester.

Weight 2.6 kg; External dimensions: 43 x 23 x 40 cm

45.00
Targus Executive Premium Roller Bag / Briefcase. De-
signed for Business Professional / Commuter. Fits up to 
15.6-Inch laptop. Colour - black.

TOUCHSCREEN LAPTOPS
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82K200C2UK

Lenovo ideaPad 
Gaming 3

82K200C2UK

screen: 15.6” Full HD (1920x1080) IPS 144Hz
processor: AMD Ryzen 5 5600H (hex-core, 3.3 GHz, 4.2 GHz turbo)
graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 1650, 4GB VRAM
memory: 8GB RAM, 512GB SSD
misc info: weight approx. 2.25kg, backlit keyboard, no optical drive

To order this laptop, an additional quote is required. Please email
upgrades@remtek-online.co.uk to obtain a quote.

approx. 
£315.00

An entry level gaming laptop with decent processor 
and graphics card. Good for creative work and 
game design.

NHQC2EK003

Acer Predator
Helios 300

NH.QC2EK.003

screen: 15.6 Full HD (1920x1080) IPS 144Hz
processor: Intel i7-11800H (octa-core, 2.3GHz, 4.60GHz turbo)
graphics: nVidia GeForce RTX 3060, 6GB VRAM
memory: 16GB RAM, 1TB SSD
misc info: weight approx. 2.3kg, backlit keyboard, no optical drive

To order this laptop, an additional quote is required. Please email
upgrades@remtek-online.co.uk to obtain a quote.

approx. 
£850

An advanced gaming laptop with high-end 
processor and a very good graphics card. Ideal for 
creative work and game design.

30031969
Medion Erazer X25

30031969

screen: 17.3 QHD (2560x1440) IPS 165Hz
processor: AMD Ryzen 7 5800H octa-core (3.0GHz, 4.3GHz turbo)
graphics: nVidia RTX 3070, 8GB VRAM
memory: 16GB RAM, 512GB SSD
misc info: weight approx. 2.2kg, backlit keyboard, colour: black

To order this laptop, an additional quote is required. Please email
upgrades@remtek-online.co.uk to obtain a quote.

approx. 
£975.00

An fast gaming laptop with a large display. Very 
fast processor and a high-end graphics card. Ideal 
for creative work and game design.

TGX2
Targus Groove X2

Compact Backpack

Clever internal capacity with separate storage spaces for your tech and 
everyday items.

Large zipped compartment reveals multiple pockets inside for storing every-
day accessories.

External dimensions : 42 x 13.4 x 29.3 cm; 0.585kg

£35.00
Targus Groove X2 Compact Backpack with Protective 
Sleeve Designed for Travel and Commute. Fits up to 15-
Inch Macbook and other Laptops.
Colour - charcoal.

GAMING LAPTOPS
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MKGP3BA
MacBook Pro 14

(MKGP3BA)

screen: 14.2 inch Liquid Retina XDR display 3024x1964
processor: Apple M1 Pro chip with 8 core CPU and 14 core GPU
memory: 16GB RAM, 512GB SSD
misc info: weight approx. 1.6kg, colour - space grey

To order this laptop, an additional quote is required. Please email
upgrades@remtek-online.co.uk to obtain a quote.

approx. 
£1080.00

Newest model. An advanced application 14 inch 
Macbook Pro.

DUE TO APPLE MANUFACTURING PROBLEMS, 
THIS MODEL CAN 6 to 12 WEEKS TO DELIVER, OR 
POSSIBLY EVEN LONGER!

MK183BA
Macbook Pro 16

(MK183BA)

screen: 16.2 inch Liquid Retina XDR display 3456x2234
processor: Apple M1 Pro chip with 10-core CPU and 16-core GPU
memory: 16GB RAM, 512GB SSD
misc info: weight approx. 2.2kg, colour - space grey

To order this laptop, an additional quote is required. Please email
upgrades@remtek-online.co.uk to obtain a quote.

approx. 
£1450

Newest model. A powerhouse for heavy creative 
work.

DUE TO APPLE MANUFACTURING PROBLEMS, 
THIS MODEL CAN 6 to 12 WEEKS TO DELIVER, OR 
POSSIBLY EVEN LONGER!

MGN63BA
Macbook Air M1

(MGN63BA)

screen: 13 inch (2560x1600)
processor: Apple M1 chip with 8-core CPU and 7-core GPU
memory: 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD
misc info: weight approx. 1.29kg, colour - space grey
includes USB adapter

To order this laptop, an additional quote is required. Please email
upgrades@remtek-online.co.uk to obtain a quote.

approx. 
£500.00

Lightweight and very capable.

DUE TO APPLE MANUFACTURING PROBLEMS, 
THIS MODEL CAN 6 to 12 WEEKS TO DELIVER, OR 
POSSIBLY EVEN LONGER!

MYD82BA
Macbook Pro 13 M1

(MYD82BA)

screen: 13 inch (2560x1600)
processor: Apple M1 chip with 8-core CPU and 8-core GPU, 16-core Neural 
Engine
memory: 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD
misc info: weight approx. 1.4kg, colour - space grey, Touchbar
includes USB adapter

To order this laptop, an additional quote is required. Please email
upgrades@remtek-online.co.uk to obtain a quote.

approx. 
£725.00

More powerful than Macbook Air for more advanced 
application.

MACBOOKS (upgrading to a Mac is likely to incur additional charges for changing software and accessories to Mac equivalents)
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GLOSSARY
Processor - also known as main processor or CPU (Central Processing Unit) - the brain of the computer. It does most of the operations and manages all key components inside a 

computer. The better (faster) the processor, the faster the computer is.

Intel or AMD processors - The most popular processors made by Intel company are Intel i3, i5 and i7. There are others too. Generally the higher the number, the better, or faster, 
they tend to be (i.e. i5 is usually better than i3, but i7 is better than i5). AMD company makes their own processors too, and the popular ones are the Ryzen 3, Ryzen 5 and Ryzen 7, among 
others. Like in the case of Intel processors, the higher the number, the better they tend to be.

- Both brands of processors (Intel and AMD) do exactly the same thing and will run the same programs.
- Be aware that both companies release better and better processors each year and a modern i3 processor can be better than an eight year old i7 processor.
- Apple Mac computers use their own proprietary processors (currently M1, M1 Pro and M1 Max) as well as their own graphics chipsets.

Processor cores - In order to make faster (better) processors, companies often put two small processors (known as cores) inside a single chip so that they can work together as one big 
processor. This is called ‘a dual-core processor’. A dual-core processor will in theory be twice as fast as a single-core processor. Apart from dual core, there can also be quad core processors 
(four small processors, or cores, combined into one big processor), hex-core (six cores) and more. A quad-core Intel i5 processor is usually better than a dual-core Intel i7 processor due to 
sheer amount of cores (although modern dual core-processors can and often do outperform old quad-core processors).

RAM (Random Access Memory) - computer’s short term memory. Works closely with the main processor, and sometimes with the graphics processor, if the latter does not have its 
own dedicated memory. The more RAM a computer has, the faster it performs.

Graphics processor - also known as GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) - a separate dedicated processor. Its only job is to display graphics on screen, be it text, photos, videos or games.

VRAM - (Video RAM) - dedicated memory, separate from RAM. It is the short-term memory exclusively for the graphics processor. If a computer has no VRAM, the graphics processor 
has to borrow some memory from the main processor.

HDD (Hard Disk Drive) - computer’s long term memory. This is where the programs, music, videos etc. are stored indefinitely. Hard Disk Drives are mechanical devices containing a 
spinning disk inside. All the data is written on a long track, much like on a record. HDD drives are not very fast nor responsive, they are also very fragile. Because they are traditional devices 
that haven’t changed much since 1980s, they are inexpensive and can offer a very large storage space for little money.

SSD (Solid State Drive) - like a Hard Disk Drive, this is also computer’s long term memory. Unlike HDD, however, these devices do not contain any mechanical components. They are 
constructed from a handful of chips and as such they are much, much faster, more responsive and more durable than traditional Hard Disk Drives. They are typically more expensive and for 
the price of a smaller SSD it is possible to buy a much larger HDD. A computer with an SSD drive will be much faster than a computer with a HDD.

- Most computers come with either HDD or SSD, some, however, can have both - a smaller SSD for faster running of programs and a larger HDD for storing files like music or images etc.
- SSD drives are relatively new to the computer market and are still being perfected.

Bottleneck effect - a computer will always be as fast as its slowest component. If a computer has a slow processor (like an old Intel Celeron or AMD A4), it will run very slow no matter 
how much RAM it has, whether it has an SSD drive or not, or how good the graphics processor is. Conversely, if a computer has little RAM, even the best processor / graphics processor / SSD 
drive will not help. Something to remember when choosing a new computer.


